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June 2016 EA Industry Spotlight 

 
DOT Advances Rule to Build Database of Truckers who have Failed Drug Tests 
A Final Rule that would create a database of CDL holders has been sent by the Federal 
Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to the White House’s Office of 
Management and Budget, its last stop before being published as a legally binding rule. 
Carriers will be required to report to FMCSA failed drug tests and test refusals of 
Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) holders. To learn more, check out 
http://www.overdriveonline.com/dot-advances-rule-to-build-database-of-truckers-who-
have-failed-drug-tests/?platform=hootsuite 
 
ACT Coach is Useful New Tool 
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) is an evidence-based psychotherapy used 
to treat a number of conditions including depression, anxiety, and chronic pain, as well 
as other disorders and life problems. ACT Coach is a mobile phone app created by the 
Department of Veterans Affairs and Department of Defense to support those 
participating in ACT or to support those interested in using the therapy to improve well 
being. The app is available for mobile Apple devices (iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch) and 
a version is being built for Android. Download from iTunes at: 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/act-coach/id804247934?mt=8. For more information 
(including handouts for providers and patients and an app overview), visit 
http://www.myvaapps.com/#/act/  
 
Leading Trends in EAP and Wellness 
A new report by Chestnut Global Partners (CGP), examines leading trends in employee 
assistance, behavioral health, and workplace well being. The five trends cited were: 
“Increasing demand for EAP services due to occupational stress”, “more companies 
seeking global EAP services”, “increased utilization of mental health apps”, “the 
relationship between fatigue and workplace safety”, and “limited impact of employee 
engagement initiatives”. Analysis is offered as well as recommendations for best 
practices. Download the complete report here 
http://chestnutglobalpartners.org/Portals/cgp/Publications/Chestnut-Global-Partners-
EAP-Trends-Report-2016.pdf . 
 
Some Thoughts on Minimizing Secondary Trauma after Orlando 
Robert Intveld, LCSW, CEAP, author of “EAP Critical Incident Response: A Multi-
Systemic Resiliency Approach” posted the following helpful tips on EAPA’s LinkedIn 
group:  
“The shooting in Orlando was a powerful incident. The risk of experiencing some 
reactions of your own is elevated and hard to avoid. No one is immune. Being 
compassionate listeners and empathizing with survivors through our services can create 
our own internal stress reactions that become unexpressed due to the professional 
composure we must maintain. Some tips to minimize the impact of secondary trauma: 
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1. Stay within the guidelines of your training and role. This provides the structure 
and boundaries for organizing and validating your actions amidst a high degree 
of uncertainty. 

2. Listen with intent and purpose. Empathy is important to connect with employees, 
but do not lose yourself in their experience. Listen for their personal strengths. 
Highlight them when they emerge. These are the strengths that will continue to 
serve employees as they rebound. 

3. You do not need to see the location, Pulse. It will impact you differently than 
when you see it on TV. When we visit locations where traumatic incidents occur, 
our senses are wide open. 

4. EAPs, rotate providers. Yes, continuity is important and counselors are usually 
willing, but do not overuse them. Counselors, try to maintain some routine in your 
lives, take breaks. 

5. EAPs- do assessments and be good partners! Structure the response on the 
front end. Just don’t “send counselors in to run groups.” Offer time to “debrief” 
your own support team. 

6. Remember, this is crisis intervention. Your goals are to aid in stabilizing, helping 
employees return to a safe state, and connect them to their own personal 
sources of resilience. If needed add resources through referrals. Do not engage 
in a treatment process. Empower and engage organizational leadership to be 
visible and accessible. Support their efforts - this is new territory for them as well.  

7. The EAP community is there for you. Reach out, we stand behind you. 
 
To join EAPA’s LinkedIn group, visit https://www.linkedin.com/groups/94553  
 
Canadian HR Firm Launches PTSD Program 
Canadian HR consulting company Morneau Shepell announced the launch of its trauma 
assist program, which is designed to help employees affected by post-traumatic stress. 
Focused on early intervention, the program provides an opportunity for organizations to 
reach employees with mild to moderate post-traumatic stress symptoms at risk of 
missing work or going on disability before they reach that point. 
To learn more, check out http://www.hrmonline.ca/hr-news/hr-firm-launches-ptsd-
program-208452.aspx 
 
Drug and Alcohol Experts to Meet in Dublin 
An expert group of Health and Safety, Equality and Drug testing practitioners will update 
delegates on recent developments in employee drug testing in Dublin, Ireland, 
September 22, 2016. The Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) Institute developed 
the concept of an expert group on workplace drugs and alcohol who would meet to put 
forward clear drug testing guidelines and experiences on all aspects of intoxicant testing 
for Occupational Health Specialists, EHS Managers, HR professionals, and EAP 
practitioners. For more information, email Maurice Quinlan, Director of the EAP Institute 
him at maurice@eapinstitute.com  
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Name and Position 
Boyd Scoggins, Employee Assistance Program Coordinator, Anniston Army Depot, 
Anniston, Alabama. Also, the Vice President of the Alabama Chapter of the Employee 
Assistance Professionals Association  
 
What do you like best about working in the employee assistance field? 
I like the wide range of issues an EA professional will encounter and be expected to 
resolve or assist within the employee/client organizational relationship. More 
specifically, instead of working with therapeutic solutions and processes all day with 
clients, I enjoy the fact that I get to put my MBA to work along with my education and 
certifications in mental health counseling. When I put both of these skillsets to work, I 
help managers come up with organizational solutions that not only benefit the 
employee's well-being, but also the company's bottom line. 
 
Another enjoyable dynamic of my current position is that I am an internal EAP in an 
industrial setting. Most of the employees that I serve have direct labor jobs in which they 
weld, paint, and perform other mechanical-related duties. I take pride in the fact that 
before I got into counseling and EA work; I was in trade school to learn how to do the 
same type work. I feel that because I know how to do this work, and still do it as a 
hobby, I connect more deeply with my employee/clients (especially the ones that know 
this about me and have seen me hanging out at the local dirt track on Saturday night). 
 
What was your first EA job?  
I was introduced to the world of EA in 2001 as an employee assistance professional's 
assistant. My duties as part of this position were to assist with the EA caseload, develop 
workplace training and lead small recovery follow up groups. I was also expected to 
learn as much as I could about the employee assistance field and further my college 
education. I had two great mentors during this time and I owe them greatly for 
mentoring me. 
 
What is the most challenging part of your job? 

As an internal EA professional, the hardest part of the job is maintaining a neutral 
balance in relation to the agency I am employed by and the employee/clients that I 
serve. I struggled with this my first few years in the EA field. As I was pursuing a 
masters’ degree in community agency counseling, the focus was on providing services 
to the client sitting on the couch or the group of clients that I would work with. In EA, I 
struggled with the fact that I have two clients, the employee and the agency. Since that 
time, I have found a healthy balance between the two. I love it when I can find a win-win 
for both EA clients. 
 

When you’re not busy working, what inspires you? 
Being a parent, coaching Little League sports in the community, working on the 
Alabama Chapter annual conferences and other trainings, working on classic cars and 
unconventional God sightings. 
 
Contact info 
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boydscoggins@hotmail.com  
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